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“China Prepares to Dethrone the
US Dollar! Will this Succeed?”
“For years, Washington has avoided
ﬁnancial accountability. Because the
dollar is the dominant global reserve
currency, the US has been able to
print a confetti-storm of currency
with few repercussions.
“Now the Chinese are preparing
to undercut the dollar’s position.
If they succeed, it will be bye-bye
to global dollar dominance… and
hello to soaring gold prices!”
• US inﬂating dollar at over
120% per year!
• China buys 400 tonnes of gold
• Preparations to overthrow
the dollar

W

But we’ll ignore that for now, and take the Fed’s
numbers at face value.)
Also, as the ﬁrst chart on the next page shows,
the government and Fed have inﬂated the money
supply at unprecedented rates. Even during past
ﬁnancial crises, there was nothing like what’s
going on today.

hat is happening to the dollar?

The chart on the right shows the US monetary base, as reported by the Federal Reserve. In
response to the economic meltdown that started
last year, the government has ballooned the money
supply up to breathtaking levels—levels never
seen before in the history of this country.
(By the way, as bad as the chart is, there are
good reasons to believe the Fed is underreporting
the size of the monetary base. This goes back to
its decision to stop reporting on M3 money supply.
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An annual growth rate of 120 percent is more
than enough to ignite a massive hyperinﬂation.
But this isn’t happening (yet). Where has all that
money gone?
So far, most of the new cash (hundreds of billions!) is being bottled up in the banking system.
It’s still sitting in bank reserves, and hasn’t made
it out into the economy.
In a stable economy, more than 90 percent of
the monetary base circulates as currency and so on,
with less than 10 percent stored as bank reserves.
Today, bank reserves have ballooned upwards to
about half the monetary base. See the chart on the
right below.
This means that the massive government “stimulus” programs are not having their desired economic effect. So Washington is going to continue
borrowing and printing hundreds of billions more,
until something starts happening.
But when something happens, what will it be?
The future remains uncertain, because there are
still several possibilities: deﬂation, inﬂation, stagﬂation, or some combination of these.
Deﬂation is growing more and more unlikely.
Barring some unforeseen catastrophe—something
big and scary enough to frighten consumers and
markets into ‘survival mode’—deﬂation has been
all but defeated by the government’s ﬂood of liquidity.
The other alternatives, however, are each compelling for their own reasons.

potential damage is actually far more than this.
Remember, when banks make loans they actually
create the money to do so.

The Case for Inﬂation

When the Japanese ﬁnancial bubble burst,
that nation’s economy was dumped into the toilet
and stayed there for over a decade. Even today, it
hasn’t fully recovered. The American situation is
different than Japan’s was, but my point is that
ﬁnancial malaise can last a long time.

Banks are currently sitting on about $900 billion. This is already enough to hyperinﬂate the dollar, once money velocity picks up again—but the

Monetary Base Annual Growth

The scary part is that according to current
reserve requirements, banks can create 10 times
as much money as they have in reserve. That
means banks can potentially dump $9 trillion in
new money into the economy today.
This would wipe out the dollar’s value in short
order (and inﬂate gold accordingly).
Of course, the banks could have done this
already, but they haven’t. So why are they sitting
on the money instead of lending it out?
Their motives are part of…

The Case for Stagﬂation
Banks are still making loans, but obviously
far below past levels. Loan demand is down, loan
qualiﬁcation standards are up, and many banks
are still contaminated with “toxic” assets on their
books that make them extremely cautious about
lending to anybody.
Even though the banking system has been
bloated to grotesque levels, there’s no reason it
can’t be stuffed with even more dollars than it
already has. There’s no reason why the government can’t keep printing billions or even trillions
more dollars and having them disappear into, in
effect, a black hole.
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Under this scenario, gold could still do well.
(Remember the stagﬂation of the late 1970s?) It
just wouldn’t be as explosive as the purely inﬂationary scenario.

rebates,” or direct cash gifts at closing. We could
see ‘mortgage relief’ payments made directly to
homeowners. Who knows what crazy things could
happen if Barney Frank and Nancy Pelosi start
running amok in the real estate market?

The Case for Stagﬂation and
Then Inﬂation

My point: if the economy doesn’t claw its way
out of the pit soon, and the real estate market con-

The economic outlook isn’t limited to inﬂation
or stagﬂation. In fact, a combination scenario is
starting to look very likely.
By historical standards, the government has
already hyperinﬂated the dollar. Given the political climate in Washington, continued inﬂation
seems a given. But the economy is still wallowing
in misery and hasn’t responded as expected. This
makes stagﬂation seem more likely than inﬂation
right now.
But there will be a point when everything is
forced to reverse—and the reversal could be violent.
Many economists and government ofﬁcials
have noted that the economy will not—indeed cannot—turn around until the housing market recovers. And up to this point, all the stimulus packages
and bailout bills and everything else have failed to
stop the slide in housing prices.
Even worse, many analysts (including Alan
Greenspan in a recent WSJ article) have noted
that a large percentage of American homeowners
are barely above water in their mortgages today.
If the housing market falls by much more, it will
trigger another huge wave of foreclosures, which
would cripple the market for years and throw the
entire economy into a tailspin.
I think Washington wants to avoid this possibility at all costs. I think that if the housing market falls by much more (5-12 percent, depending
on whose numbers you believe), we’ll probably see
a direct government intervention in the real estate
market.
(It seems unthinkable. Then again, 18 months
ago, nobody would have believed that Washington
would own AIG, Citigroup, and General Motors.)
And if Washington moves into the housing market, all bets are off. We could see mortgages subsidized down to negative real rates. We could see
massive incentives to buy a home—thousands or
even tens of thousands in tax write-offs, “stimulus
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tinues to fall, I think the government will make a
massive intervention. And this could easily break
stagﬂation’s grip on the economy, open the lending ﬂoodgates of the banking system, and trigger a
huge wave of inﬂation.
Again, this is all hard to imagine right now.
And it might never happen. But if it does, we need
to be prepared for what will happen to the dollar,
and what will happen to gold.
An optimist might say that all this can still be
avoided. An optimist might hope that Washington
could still guide the economy to a “soft landing”
and then a recovery.
I’d love to agree with this sentiment, but I can’t.
Not when the politicians in Washington are competing to see who can blow out the national budget
by the largest amount.

Congress and the President:
Lying to the American people
House majority leader Steny Hoyer recently coauthored a Wall Street Journal editorial promising
that, “Democrats understand that we owe it to our
ﬁscal future to pay our bills up-front. As soon as
our party took back Congress in 2007, we made the
principle of paying for what we buy part of House
rules.”
He’s talking about “paygo,” the pay-as-you-go
budgeting rules in Congress. Supposedly, Congress can’t increase spending without paying for it
through boosting taxes or cutting spending somewhere else.
It sounds wonderful—but it’s a complete lie,
and Hoyer knows it. Let’s review the history of
paygo, shall we?
Paygo has actually been around for a long time,
but Congress ignored it or avoided it whenever
possible. Then, in 2006, Nancy Pelosi made a big
campaign issue out of it. She vowed the “ﬁrst thing”
Democrats would do is reimpose paygo discipline,
which “the Republicans had let lapse.”
But once in power, she “let it lapse” herself over
and over again. That’s why Barack Obama, during his election campaign, also promised to strictly
implement it.
What has happened since Obama’s inauguration? Just in the last seven months, we’ve seen:

•

A $787 billion “stimulus” package with little
effective stimulus, but lots of pork

•

A $410 billion addition to the ﬁscal 2009 budget

•

A $1.7 trillion deﬁcit for 2009

•

A $3.5 trillion budget proposal for 2010

•

A $1 trillion health-care proposal

•

And bailouts, earmarks, and spending galore.

An ocean of red ink has been pouring out of
Washington. Yes, the Republicans made a mess of
things when they were in charge. But the Democrats have given new meaning to the word “blowout.”
Then, a few weeks ago, President Obama had
the nerve to once again promise to implement paygo.
The sad thing isn’t that he apparently thinks the
American people are gullible enough to believe him.
No, the sad thing is that apparently, he’s right.
Even if it were adhered to, paygo is a cruel joke.
It only covers new entitlement programs, or expansions to existing ones. And it has explicit loopholes
for changes to the alternative-minimum tax, the
Bush-era tax cuts, Medicare, and other things.
According to a Wall Street Journal editorial, these
loopholes alone add up to $2.5 trillion in spending.
Most egregiously of all, it doesn’t cover discretionary spending—which, at $1.4 trillion, is about
40 percent of the budget. In fact, on the exact same
day Obama was promising that paygo would really
work this time, his fellow Democrats in the House
Appropriations Committee approved a 12 percent
increase in discretionary spending for 2010. (Which
is the third double-digit increase the Democrats
have done in a row, incidentally.)
For that matter, the 2010 budget proposal
includes a change to an entitlement program (lowincome heating assistance) that would be explicitly forbidden by paygo without corresponding cuts
elsewhere. But Democrats just reclassiﬁed the program as discretionary spending to avoid accountability.
Paygo is a fraud—a political snow job allowing
Congress to run the economy into the ground while
claiming to be ﬁscally responsible.
Now imagine you were an ofﬁcial of a foreign
government—say, China. Imagine you had $763.5
billion invested in Treasurys. How nervous would
you be, watching all this happen in Washington?
Pretty nervous, I’d imagine. And rightfully so.
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take it on the chin.

In international markets,
dollars have lost almost 20
percent of their value just in
the last 30 months or so. For
large dollar-holders,
the bleeding has been terrible.

That explains what happened to Treasury
Secretary Tim Geithner, when he recently visited
China in a rah-rah session for the dollar. When
speaking to Chinese university students, he promised them that the dollars owned by their government were “very safe”—and they laughed at him.
In an Oriental culture where politeness, inscrutability, and “saving face” are paramount, this is
extraordinary.

And if the dollar plunges into real inﬂation, as
described earlier, the Chinese in particular will

Then there’s the experience of Richard Fisher,
president of the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank. He
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n Update #696, we issued instructions for subscribers who sold calls on Suncor Energy (symbol SU), Talisman Energy (TLM), and Anadarko
Petroleum (APC). On SU, we rolled up the June
$26 calls (SUFZ) to the July $27 calls (SUGA),
against the stock and against our long-term SU
option (YYUAJ). On TLM, we rolled up the TLM
June $10 calls (TLMFB) to the July $12.50 calls
(TLMGV). On APC, we rolled up the June $45
calls (APCFI) to the July $46 calls (AZWGT).
In Update #697, we issued instructions for
subscribers who sold calls on Occidental Petroleum (OXY), Bill Barrett Corp. (BBG), and Devon
Energy (DVN). On OXY, we rolled up the June
$60 calls (OXYFL) to the July $60 calls (OXYGL).
On BBG, we rolled up the June $25 calls (BBGFE)
to the September $30 calls (BBGIF). We also sold
short the BBG July $30 puts (BBGSF) at the
market. On DVN, we rolled up our June $55 calls
(DVNFY) to the July $55 calls (DVNGY).
In Update #698, we issued more instructions for subscribers who sold calls on Apache
Corp. (APA), ConocoPhillips (COP), Pioneer
Natural Resources (PXD), Energy Exploration
and Production ETF (XOP), and XTO. On APA,
we rolled up our June $70 calls (APAFN) to the
July $70 calls (APAGN). On COP, we traded up
our June $41 calls (COPFD) to the July $42 calls
(COPGE). On PXD, we rolled up the June $17.50
calls (PXDFW) to the July $22.50 calls (PXDIX):
one contract in the original portfolio, and two in
GEA 2. On XOP, we rolled up the June $32 calls
(XOAFF) to the July $33 calls (XOAGG). On XTO,
we traded up the June $35 calls (XTOFG) to the
July $38 calls (XTOGL).

In Update #699, we added to our positions by
selling short some puts. On Suncor Energy (SU),
we sold 2 contracts (1 for GEA and 1 for GEA 2)
of the July $28 puts (SUSB). On Devon Energy
(DVN), we sold the July $55 puts (DVNSY). On
Occidental Petroleum (OXY), we sold two contracts (one for each portfolio) of the July $60 puts
(OXYSL).
In Update #701, we issued instructions
for subscribers who sold the following options:
FSTRZ, KWKRR, GQIFW, DNRRC, and SDRB.
We allowed the ﬁrst three to expire, and kept
the premiums of about $185. We noted that for
the fourth, we would be assigned the underlying
stock (Denbury Resources), buying it at 84 cents
below market price. For the ﬁfth, on Sandridge
Energy (SD), we bought the put to close it. Our
proﬁt was about $75.
In Update #703, we took advantage of a market pullback to add to our positions in the GEA
2 portfolio. On Encore Acquisition (EAC), we
sold short the July $30 puts (EACSF). On Berry
Petroleum (BRY), we sold short two contracts of
the July $15 puts (BRYSC) at the market.
In Update #706, we reported our portfolios’
performances for the ﬁrst half of the year. The
GEA portfolio had a total return of 14.92%, and
the GEA 2 portfolio was up 13.01% so far this
year.
In Update #707, we recommended adding
to our Provident Energy Trust (PVX) and Pengrowth Energy Trust (PGH) positions. For GEA 2,
we bought PVX and PGH at the market. For the
original GEA portfolio, we sold short puts (the
August $5 put on PVX, and the October $7.50 put
on PGH).
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From the desk of James DiGeorgia

“You can—and must—have physical gold
in your IRA!”
“You should have 25-50% of your retirement accounts
in gold and platinum, like the beautiful US Gold
Eagles shown below.
“We will pay your ﬁrst year’s account expenses—
and the next year’s fees will be only $145!
“Our clients that came into our program four
ago are already up as much as 400%. And I
Call toll-free: years
believe gold is going to $5,000. Protect your family—
(866) 697-4653 buy gold!”
recently visited China and met
with government ofﬁcials. In an
interview afterward, he said he
was grilled about the Fed’s purchases of Treasury debt. “I must
have been asked about that a
hundred times in China. I was
asked at every single meeting
about our purchases of Treasurys.
That seemed to be the principal
preoccupation of those that were
invested with their surpluses
mostly in the United States.” As
the British Telegraph noted, this
is “a stark reminder that Asia’s
‘Confucius’ culture of right action
does not look kindly on the insouciant policy of printing money by
Anglo-Saxons.”
It’s clear that the Chinese,
along with other foreign dollarholders, are scared about what
the US might do to the dollar.
But US ofﬁcials aren’t concerned.
After all, as the Financial Times
explained, China is “caught in a
‘dollar trap’ and has little choice
but to keep pouring the bulk of
its growing reserves into the US
Treasury, which remains the only
market big enough and liquid
enough to support its huge purchases.”

Well, that used to be true. But
not any more.

Will the Yuan
Become
a Global Reserve
Currency?
The People’s Bank of China
just issued a report that should
have sent shock waves through
ﬁnancial markets. Part of it said:
“To avoid the shortcomings of sovereign credit currencies acting as
reserve currencies, we need to
create an… international reserve
currency that can maintain the
long-term stability of its value.”
Which “sovereign credit currencies” was the Bank talking
about? The primary one in the
world today is the US dollar. In
other words, China doesn’t want
to own dollars anymore. Instead,
it wants a new international currency.
The Chinese are proposing
that the International Monetary
Fund’s unit of accounting (the
Special Drawing Right, or SDR)
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replace the dollar as the dominant global reserve
currency. In fact, to demonstrate its commitment
to the idea, China just bought $50 billion of bonds
denominated in SDRs.
Not only that, China is proposing that the SDR
itself be changed. Currently, SDRs are made up
of dollars (44 percent), euros (34 percent), yen (11
percent), and sterling (11 percent). The Chinese
want the SDR to be 20 percent each of dollars,
euros, yen, sterling… and yuan.

This is the real shocker. China wants the yuan
to be a global reserve currency. That would put it
in direct competition with the dollar.
Ostensibly, China is only proposing the yuan as
a component of the SDR. In reality, though, everybody knows that few SDRs are used as international reserves. But if the yuan becomes part of the
SDR, it gets instant legitimacy as a global reserve
currency… and then it goes head-to-head with the
dollar on international markets.

The Widening War in Pakistan

L

ast month I described how the Pakistani
Army’s war with the Taliban had widened
into the South Waziristan tribal area. I predicted
that North Waziristan wasn’t far behind. Well,
that prediction has already come true.
Taliban leaders in North Waziristan have
announced the end of a truce with the government, and have started attacking government
forces. One recent ambush killed 23 soldiers.

This is more than just another front for the
Army to ﬁght in, as bad as that would be. It also
illustrates the failure of the government’s strategy overall.
The Army has been trying to turn local militia
organizations against the broader Taliban group.
Earlier this month, Qari Zainuddin (one of the
few remaining pro-government tribal leaders)
was assassinated by one of his own bodyguards.
Zainuddin’s assassination was not only a crippling blow against the government tactically, it
was also a clear warning to other tribal leaders
that anybody who didn’t ﬁght against the government would be killed.
The Army had hoped to drive wedges between
local warlords and militia groups in the tribal
regions. Instead, the radical Taliban leaders are
unifying the local groups against the central government.
Meanwhile in Afghanistan, a similar uniﬁcation is also taking place. Mullah Omar, the
founder and leader of the Taliban, is now centralizing control over Taliban forces. Until now, local
groups fought semi-autonomously, but Omar is
now tightening his grip and consolidating control.
Since Omar actually lives in Pakistan, this
implies a tighter, more cohesive approach for the
radicals overall. American and Pakistan ofﬁcials

have been trying to splinter the Taliban into
smaller pieces that can be more easily destroyed.
Instead, the radicals are welding together into
a disciplined quasi-military organization that
can mount coordinated assaults across multiple
fronts, even multiple countries.
After eight years of war with the US, the
Taliban seems to be getting stronger instead of
weaker. What will happen if they win? More speciﬁcally: what will happen when radicals control
Pakistan’s nuclear weapons?

Al Qaeda’s Promise
to Nuke the United States
Mustafa Abu al-Yazid is the leader of alQaeda in Afghanistan. He recently was interviewed by Al Jazeera television, and said that if
his organization got control of Pakistan’s nukes,
“The mujahideen would take them and use them
against the Americans… The strategy of the
organization in the coming period is the same
as in the previous period: to hit the head of the
snake, the head of tyranny—the United States.”
He continued that al-Qaeda was planning
on “increasing military operations that drain the
enemy ﬁnancially.”
Interestingly, he also noted that al Qaeda’s
operations against Saudi oil targets (which
stopped a few years ago) had undergone a “setback in work there for reasons that there is no
room to state now, but as of late, efforts have
been uniﬁed and there is unity among a single
leader.” Thus, a revived campaign of attacks are
coming against “the Americans… and the oil
targets which they are stealing to gain power to
strike the mujahideen and Muslims.”
Gold and Energy Advisor
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This won’t happen
immediately,
but the Chinese are laying the
groundwork for it.
Among other things, the yuan isn’t (yet) convertible for non-trade-related transactions. But since
last December, the People’s Bank has arranged
currency swaps with at least six countries, totaling 650 billion yuan. It seems just a matter of time
before the yuan becomes recognized and used as an
international reserve currency.
By the way, the SDR’s composition is scheduled
to be reviewed by the IMF next year. Depending on
what happens between now and then, things could
get very interesting by the end of 2010.
So why is this so ominous for the dollar? It
wouldn’t be—if the American economy were
healthy, and if Washington weren’t spending its
way into an economic catastrophe.
But we’re looking at a $1.8 trillion deﬁcit this
year, and probably $2–$3 trillion deﬁcits after that.
The government is borrowing $34 billion each week
just to stay aﬂoat, and it will get worse from here.
If anything occurs to reduce demand for US
debt, it’s game over for the dollar. If Washington
can’t borrow the money it ‘needs’, it will just print
it instead. That’s the classic recipe for massive
inﬂation, plunging currency values, and soaring
gold.
This is exactly what the yuan promises to do.
Any ‘market share’ the yuan receives will come
mostly from the dollar—which will reduce demand
for the greenback, and the house of cards will begin
its collapse.
As I said, this isn’t going to happen tomorrow.
It takes time to establish a ﬁrm foundation for an
international currency. But China is well underway on its mission.
Among other things, the Chinese have increased
their gold holdings from 600 tonnes to 1,054 tonnes.
That’s 454 metric tons of gold, or 14.6 million
ounces. Now consider that last year’s mining supply was 55.3 million ounces, and we see that...

China bought more than onequarter of the entire global
mining production for 2008.

And this is just the beginning of their gold purchases. As Li Lianzhoung, the head of the Communist Party’s policy research ofﬁce, explained: “If the
yuan should go international or become a reserve
currency, China needs more gold to back that.”
He also said:

“Should we buy gold or US
Treasurys? The US is printing
dollars on a massive scale,
and in view of that trend,
according to the laws of
economics, there is no doubt
that the dollar will fall.
So gold should be a better
choice.”
So let’s summarize. In less than one year, the
US monetary system has been inﬂated by a trillion
or so dollars.
On top of that, there’s an additional $9 trillion
that potentially could be created and dumped into
the US economy. On top of that, the US government is poised to pour in uncounted hundreds of
billions more.
The good news is that none of this has taken
its toll on the dollar yet. The bad news is what will
happen once it does.
Meanwhile, our leaders tell lies about “paygo”
to distract us from the economic shipwreck that
they’re steering us into.
Over in China, government ofﬁcials are planning to abandon the depreciating dollar, while
creating a strong competing currency—one that
doesn’t come with an $11 trillion debt attached.
This will force Washington to inﬂate the dollar
even further.
Lastly, there’s this. China—the nation with
over $2 trillion in foreign reserves—is starting to
buy gold.
All things considered, if there could be stronger arguments for investing in gold, I can’t think
of any.
As I said, this is an intermediate-term trend.
None of this will happen tomorrow.
So there’s still time to prepare—and time to
get ready for what I think will be a historic run on
the dollar, and a historic bull market in gold!
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